Abstract: The seismic performance of steel moment-framed buildings has been of particular interest sjnce bdttle fractures were discovered at the beam{olum[ colnections in a number of buildings following the M 6.7 Norrhridge earlhquake of January 17, 1994. A case study ofthe seismic behavior of an extensively instrumented 13-story steel moment tiame building located in the greater Los Algeles aroa of California is described herein. Response studies using frequency domain, joint time frequency, system identification, and simple damage detection an:rlyses are performed using an extensive strong motion dataset dating from 1971 to the present, suppofied by engineering drawings and results of postearthquake inspections. These studies show that the building's response is more complex than would be expected liom its highly symmetrical geometq,. The response is characterized by low damping in the fundamental mode, larger accelerations in the middle and lower stories than at the roof and base, extended periods of vibration after the cessation of stong input shaking, beating in the response, elliptical pafiicle motion, and significant torsion du ng strong shaking at the top of the concrete piers which extend fiom the basement to the second floor The analyses conducted indicate that the rcsponse of the structure was elastic in all recorded earthquakes to date, including Nofthridge. Also, several simple damage detection methods employed did not indicate any shctural damage or connection fracturcs. The combination of a large, real stucture and low inshl-lmentation density precluded the application of nany recently proposed advanced damage detection methods in this case study. Overall, however, the flndings of this study are consistent with the limited code compliant postearlhquake intrusive inspections conducted after the Nofihridge earthqunke, which found no connection fractures or other structural damage.
Introduclion
The Alhambra building is a l3-story office building located approximately 8 km east-lofiheast of downtown Los Angeles. and has a perimeter noment-resisting liame structural system. The building was designed in 1969 according to the 1967 Unifom Building Code, hereafter UBC (ICBO 1967) , constructed in 1970, and instumented in 1971 according to UBC recommendations for Luger buildings (one triexial accelerograph per floor at basemenq nridheight, and roof levels). Eafthquakes for which the building's response has been recorded, along with magnitude and distance information, are shown in Fig. 1 . Ambient vibmtion data (Dunand et al. 2004) , ergileedng drawings, and results of postearthquake inspections (Black and Veatch, unpublished report, 1997) are also available.
Since the building has been stuongly shaken by several earth 'Project M.urager, GeoHazards Intemational, 200 quakes and has a substantial amount of data and suppofiing information available, it was chosen for a case study exploring its seismic response and attenpting to determine if structural damage had occuffed in any of the fecorded eafthquakes. Results presented hereilr are exceryted from a larger study of the building's seismic response that utilized the entle data set (Rodge$ et al. 2004) . Response surnmary data are presented for the sfong motion rccordings. The building's response to the Northridge eaithquake is examined in detail using frequency domain, joint time liequency, and system identilication analyses. In additjon, several simple damage detection methods are applied to the available data. The objectives of these studies a.re to investigate the possibility of stmctural damage and to gain understanding of the unexpectedly complex building response evident in the many strong motion recordings available tbr the building, as well as to illustmte some of the challenges involved in attemptiDg to detect damage in a large, sparsely instrumented stlucture.
Background Prior Studies on Alhambra Building
Several previous studies have examined aspects of the seismic response of the Alhambra building by several means, including: nonlinear dynamic analyses of a computer model of the building (Cohen 1996) , evaluation of a singl€ modal analysis-based damage detection method (Sanli and Qelebi 20O2) , and system identif,cation (Goel and Chopra 1997 . However, each of these pdor studies utilized data from only a few earthquikes, rather than the flrll l6-e;uthcluake dataset used in the present study described herein. Despite this, the previous investig.ltions provided some valuable insights jnto the seismic response of the bujldjng in several of the recorded earthquakes. Based on the rcsults of dynamic analysis, Cohen (1996.) concluded that the buildjng rcsponse was essertially elastic lbr the M 6.6 l97l San Femando and the M 6.1 1987 Whittier Narows earthquakes. Stiffness degradation of approximately l07c was deemed to occur in both directions (Sanli and Celebi 2002) between the Whittier Narrows and M 7.1 1999 Hector Mine eafihquakes. The source of this stiffness loss was not determined by the modal analysis-based damage detection method used, although it was attributed to minor stuctural and lonstructural damage caused by the Nontridge ealthquake.
Several interesting aspects of the behavior of the building were also noted by prior investigatoN. These aspects include prolonged response after the cessation of stong motion input (Cohen 1996; Sanli and Qelebi 2002) , very low damping (Cohen 1996; Goel and Chopra 1997) , beating (Sanli and Qelebi 2002) , a tendency for the highest recorded accelerations to occur at intemediate floors rather than the roof (Cohen 1996t Sanli and qelebi 2002) , ard difficulty in detemining the second mode frequency due to the Dresence of sevelal oeaks on a swollen baseline in the Fourier amplitude spectm (Sanli and Qelebi 2002) . These aspects of the building's behavior, along with several others, were observed in the course of the present study as well, and will be discussed in subsequent sections.
Damage Detection and System ldentification Methocls
A number of methods for damage detection in structures have been proposed recently (see Sohn et al. 2003 1br a comprehensive review of curent literature). Such methods include those based on the updating of f,nite-element (FE) models (e.g., Papadimitriou et al. 1997; Lopez-Diaz et al. 2000) , neural networks (e.g., Nakamura et al. 1998; Masri et al. 2000) , genetic algorithms, (e.9., Ruatolo and Sumce 1998), wavelets (e.g., Hou et al. 2000; Kim nnd Melhem 2003) , and mode shapes or mode shape derivatives (e.g., Doebling and Fariu 1997; Maeck and De Roeck 1999: Stubbs et al. 1999) , among others. While many of these ap proaches are promising, practical limitations are encountercd when tying to apply mary of these methods to large, sparsely instrumented buildings such as the Alhambra building. In pafiicular, methods that rcqujre a detailed and highly accurate threedimensional FE madel ffe impractical for this building, due to large computational .demands and diflicultjes involved in obtaining the FE model. Despite its rcgular geomety, the building pre sents a number of modeling chnllenges, including approximately 1,000 fracture capable moment-rcsisting beam to column connections, very stilf concrete piers, and a suspended mezzanine, in addition to nonstuctural components and claddiDg. Some techniques are available (e.g., Friuen and Boehle 1999a,b) for reducing the computations necessary with these methods, but do not remove the need lbr a detailed FE model, so this approach is not pursued in this study.
Neural network approaches do not explicitly recluire a detailed FE model, but do typically require a large number of data sets from various diunage scenarios in order to train the network. For most real buildings, including the Alhrunbra building, the required quantity of data is not available liom experimenftrl sources (such as recordings during earlhquake events). Data sets, typically those involving damage, must therefore be simulated and a FE model capable of accurately modeling damage is again required.
Due to the very low spatial resolution of the sensor network, damage detection methods based on mode shapes are not appro piate, and no attempt is made to identify mode shapes during system identif,cation. Due to the numerous limitations posed by the structure and its sensor network, simple damage detection methods are utilized herein, with the exception of wavelets, which do not require FE models and can be used in cases with sparse lnstnrmentatron.
As is the case with damage detection, there have been numer ous rccent advances in system identiflcation. A number ol' these are output-only models sucb as lrequency domain decomposition (Brinker et al. 2000) and slochastic subspace identification (Van Overschee and De Moor 1993) , which were developed with ap plications such as the analysis of ambient vibrafion data in nind. However, since a stong input signal is available for the seismic excitations examined herein, output only techniques are not uti lized. Rather, more classical system identif,cation techniques ar-e utilized herein, and are described in the section on systetn jdentification analyses. The analysis of the ambient vibration data available for the building, for which output-only methods would be used, lies outside the scope of this paper and is repofied else where (Dunand 2005) .
Building Description Structural System
The lateral force-resisting system of the Alhambra building consists of perimeter welded steel moment frames (WSMFs) above the second floor, and massive reinforced concrcte piels below the second floor The floor plan is square (50.5 mX50.5 m), with floor framing consisting of lightweight concrete over metal decking without shear studs. Typical floor height and column spacing are 4.3 m (14 l't) and 4.6 m (15 ft), respectively. The perimeter moment frames are constucted of built up wide llange sections and are nominally identical in both directions except 1br the connections at the comer columDs, which are pinned in the east-west (E-W) direction. In addition, there are several small noment frames in the E-W direction in the interior core. The moment tiames were not designed in accordance with drift limits or sbong column weak beam criteria as the 1967 UBC did not contain these provisions. However, the design base shear computed using the 1967 UBC was multiplied by tfuee as a means of drift contlol (Cohen 1996) .
Typical pedmeter moment frame bearn sizes range from 30PG109 fmeaning a 30 in. (760 nm) deep plate girder weighing Perimeter rnoment frames are constructed ol',436 steel, while interior liames are A572. with F,=66 ksi (0.a55 GPa) specified on the construction drawings. The moment tiame columns are embedded 1.52 m (5 ft) into the piers, though the pier to-colunD connections appear to have been designed 1br shear only. Lauge plate girders (57PG201) at the top of the piers transfer loads from noncontinuous perimeter colun'Ds. The perimeter moment connections dilfer in two ways from the slandard pre-Northridge detail: (1) the web was welded mther than bolted; and (2.) vertical column flange stifleners were used instead of conlinuity plates.
The massive two story reinforced concrete piers that extend from the ground floor to the second floor arc signilicantly stiffer than the moment fiame, despite their height (see Fig. 2 ). The piers are constructed integrally with concrete columns which extend liom the ground floor through the basement to the foundation. Futher information on the structural system can be found in Cohen (1996) . lnstrumentation Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the seismic instrumentation schemes in the Alhambia building. The building was initially in sfumented in early 1971 according to UBC recommendations mandated by the County o1' Los Angeles. Triaxial accelercmeters were installed at three levels: the basemellt, sixth, and l2th flooN. The instrumentation was improved to a l2-channel shrctural array in 1989. The sensors used jn the array were thrce uniaxia] fbrce balance acceleromete$ (FBAs) per floor at the second, sixth, and 12th lloors, and a trillxial accelercmeter in the basement. The FBAS at the second, silth, and 12th ffoors were deployed in a manner pemitting both fanslational and to$ional measLlrements. In 1996 a digital rrecorder replaced the analog recorder, and in 1998 a triaxial instrumelt was deploved in the free field on the building grounds.
Building Performance in Past Earthquakes
The two earthquakes with the strongest measued shaking at the Alhambra building, and thus with the most damage potential, were the Whittier Narrows and Northlidge earthquakes. Following the Nofihridge earthquake, ultrasonic testing (UT) by both the county and a private consultant (Black and Veatch, unpublished report. 1997) moment connections (an inspection rate of -5%). No other snuctural damage was found, though some nonstructural damage was ooted. The connections were reinspected using UT with backing bars removed, and corc samples from select locations were examined under a microscope, revealing slag inclusions and zones of incomplete f'usion, both indicators of poor weld quality. Though initially attributed to the eafihquake, after reinspection it was thejudgment of the inspecting enginee$ that the W1 discontinuities were weld dellects which went undetected at the time of conshuction, nther tharr earthquake damage (Black and Veatch, unpublished reporl, 1997) . Subsequent rese.uch on a larger set of buildings (Paret 2000) reached a similu conclusion regarding the origin of Wls in those structurcs. Despite the fact that inspections did not reveal any structural damage, the possibility exists that some connection liactures caused by earthquakes up to and including Nofihridge went undetected bocause of the low inspection rate, though this rale met FEMA 267 guidelines (FEMA 1995) . Inspections Ineeting these guidelines were intended to detect widespread or severe fracture damage that might pose a sal'ety threat, rather than a small number of isolated fractures.
The base accelerations were approximately twice as laige in the Whi(ier Nanows earthquake compared to the Northridge e.Lrthquake. Therefore, it is possible that a few isolated tiactures occurred during the Whittier Narrows earlhquake, and were not detected immediately atterwa|d (because inspecto$ were not N-.S tlanslation E-ll translation Fig. 3 . Acceleration tjme histories, Noithridge earthquake and aftershock at 60 s looking for fiactures at that time), or after the Nothridge earthqurke (since a relatively small percentage of connections were inspected). Even if undetected tiactures occurred, however, it is unlikely that such undetected damage was widespread or severe, due to the inspection program implenented a1'ter Northridge.
Analysis of Recorded Building Response
In dris paper, analyses of records using frequency domain, joint time-frequency, and system identification methods are presented for the 1994 Norrhridge earthquake only. However, summaries for the entire data set are provided for maxima of selected horizontal shaking piuameters in Table l , and for modal periods in Table 2 . Analyses pelfolmed on the remainder of the dataset a1€ discussed in detail in Rodge$ et al. (2004) .
The response measured at the second floor is significandy different than that measured in the moment framed stories above. as shown in Fig. 3 . The piels between the basement and second story are very stiff despite their height and transfer significant highftequency energy to the second story. Accelerations at the second floor are signiflcantly larger than thosg at the 12th floor fol sev-0 20 40 60 80 100 120 r40 Time{s) Fig. 5 . Acceleraton, velocity, and displacemeot time histories, 12th floor E-U Nothridge eafthquake eral records besides Nofth-(idge, including Upland, Sierra Madre, and the March 20, 199,1 Nofihidge a1'tershock. As shown in Fig.4 , during the Northridge earthquake tolsional accelerations were significantly largei at the second floor than at other instumeDted flools. Second lloor accelerations (and torsional acceleratiols at any level) are unknown for events prior to 1989, when that floor was filst insffumented. However, sixth floor tanslational accelerations were significantly larger than those at the 12th floor during the Whittier Narrows earthquake.
The response of the moment frame above the secoud floor is characterized by a lengthy response which includes higher modes during the stong shaldng poftion. Beating in the measured re- (Fig.5) , the response to the Northridge ea hquake includes significant beating and a stuong and lengthy rcsponse in the accaleration. velocity, and displacement time histodes rccorded at the centel of the 12th floor in the E-W direction. Peak base and strrctural accelerations tend to occur in the E-lV direction for most of the recorded ground motions. Peak response does not appear to directly depend on the azimuth of the ar-rivals.
The displacement particle motion in Fig. 6 shows a sfong elliptical response after the initial strong motion in the Northfidge records. The major axis of the elljpse is oriented northeastsouthwest with respect to the building reference coordinates. This response is primarily lllst mode, and appears to be nearly free vibration as base input motions are small. Little or no torsion was obser"red during this elliptical response! as shown in Fig.4 , in contasl to the larger torsional response dudng the strongest shaking. The cause of this response does not appear to be rclated to a particular eafthquake, but is more likely caused by the buildjng's stluctural characteristics.
Frequency Domain Analyses
Filst and second mode frequencies are detemined liom Fourier analysis of 12th floor responses for the two translational directions and toNional motion. and are listed in Table 2 . The frrst translational mode frequencies (periods) are similar for all earthquakes at approximately 0.5 Hz (2.0 s) in both 1r'-S and t-W directions, a finding which is in agreement with erll prior studies. The second translational modes are located in the neighborhood of 1.3 Hz (0.77 s), but severa peaks are typic.rlly present in the Fourier amplitude spectrr betueen l.l H,, (0.q1 s) and 1.4 Hz (0.71 s), and detemining the conect frequency (period) is challenging. Spectral analysis of the two parallel channels in the E-W direction on each floor, shown in Fig. 7 , confirms that the frequencies (periods) 0.5 Hz (2.0 s) and 1.3 Hz (0.77 s) corespond to translation, since the phase is zero and the coherence is one at drese locatiols. The first torsional mode occurs at approximately 0.8 Hz (1.25 s) lbr all earthquakes, while the second mode occurs in the vicinity of 2.2 Hz (0.45 s). Specral aralysis of the pamllel E W channels also indicates torsion at 0.8 Hz (1.25 s) and 2.2H7-(0.45 s). Spectral analysis of the basement veftical and second and 12th floor horizontal channels also suggest rocking was not a signilicant contributor to the responsc.
The dilTerence in the character of the rcsponse at the pier tops (second floor) ard in the moment frame (sixth and l2th floors) is very noticeable in the Fourier amplitude specba shown in Fig. 8 . The spectra for the basement and second story have signif,cantly higher frequency content than those for the sixth and l2th flools. The tr;rnsfer of high-ftequency energy by the pie$ is notable in the spectal analyses as well, with basemeot and second floor motions having significanlly greater coherence (particularly at frequencies greater than 5 Hz.) than basement and sixth or l2th floor motions.
System ldentification Analyses
The procedures used in the system identif,catiol analyses of the Alhambra building use classical methods to estimate a model based on observed input-output data (Ljung 1987) . Simply stated, the input is the basement or ground-floor motion and the output is the rooflevel motion or motion at one of the levels where the stuctuml response is detectable. In most of the system identification analyses presented in this paper, the ARX (meaning AR for autoregressive and X fbr extra inpul) model based on the leastsquares method for single input-single ouFut (Ljung 1987) coded in commercially available system identilication softwale was used (The Mathworks 1988) . The damping ratios are exfacted by system identilication analyses in accordance with the procedures out- lined by Ghanem and Shinozuka (1995) and Shinozuka and Ghanem (1995) . These procedures are demonsfatively summarized by Qelebi (1998) . For the Nofitridge earthquake, a typical result is shown in Fig. 9 . Identif,ed natuml ftequencies arc a first mode flequency of O.4'7 Hz (2.1s) in both translational directions, and second mode frequencies of 1.26 Hz (0.79 s) and 1 .29 Hz (O.'78 s) in the N-S and E-W directions, respectively. System identincation also confirms past observations (Goel and Chopra 1997) of very low damping in the building, detemining values of approximately I.5 and 19o of critical damping in the first and second modes, respectively.
Application ol Damage Detection Methods
Several computationally simple damage d€tection methods are used herein to help asceftain the likelihood that undetected structuml damage, pafticularly moment connection fracturcs, occured during the Northridge or prior earthquakes. As discussed previously, a number of more advanced rnethods were deemed im practical due the low spatial resolution of the inshumentation, building size ()1,000 moment-r'esisting connections), and building complexity (including the presence of nonshrctunl components and contents).
Change in Fundamental Frequency
Numerous methods for damage detection have been based on the simple idea that damage reduces the stiffness of the sffucture and thus causes a decrease in the fundamental vibration ftequency. However, this decrease in frequency can also be indicative of nonlinear soil behavior, and lost soil stiffness can be regained over time as the soil recompacts (Luco et al. 1987; Trifunac et al. 2001 ). Accordingly, care should be exercised in interyreting decreases in fundamental frequency as stuctuml damage. Two methods of examining the frcquency response of the structure for changes are examined: (1) simple observation of changes in lundamental frequency (obtained fiom Fourier amplitude spectm) ftom one eafihquake to the next, and (2) joint time frequency analysis to detect changes in fundamental frequency during an earthquake. Fundamental hanslational frequencies in both dircctions arc determined for each earlhquake and plotted ve$us eathquake date and base motion amplitude in Fig. 10 . The changes in the build ing's f'undamental fiequency from the San Fernando eafthquake to present show a total variation of approximately 207o, and, d,o not follow a clear trend, except tbr some short durations which show a gradual decrease iu frequency. A clear tend is absent jn the amplitude results as well, with large scatter occurring at low amplitudes in pafiicular. In the absence of clear long-tem trends, the observed frequency variations should not be interpreted as shrctuml damage despite local variations of approximately 107o, as they likely have other causes (e.g., Luco et al. 1987; Li and Mau 1997: Trifunac et a . 2001 ). This case illustrates that moderate changes in fundamental frequency between earthquakes should be interpreted with caution, particularly if few records are used, since short-tenn variations may not be indicative of longerterm hends.
Joint Time-Frcquency Analyses
TWo analysis techniques lalling under the urnbrella ofjoint time frequency analysis (Black 1998) were employed to detemine possible viuiations in the frequency content of the building response (which might indicate damage) during the Northridge earthquake.
Windowed Discrete-Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) The windowed discrete-time Fourier transfom {also called the moving window fast Fourier ffansform) was used to evaluate the how the frequency coltent of the building response varied with time during the Northridge earthquake, etrrd the results are shown graphically in Fig. 11 . Obser-vations include: (1) significant higher frequency response (10-25 Hz) occurs in the first 20 s or so of the records, but little thereafter; (2) an aftershock arrival at 60 s is indicated by an increase in higher frequencies; (3) there is no bur.t of very high lrequency energS indicaLing a fracture; and 14) there is no signifrcant shift in the fundamental frequency during the earthquake. Based on these obserr'ations, windowed DTFT analysis does not indicate any structuml damage.
Wavelet Analyses Wavelet auralysis involves taking the wavelet transfom of a signal using a "mother wavelet" basis function (in confast to the sine and cosine basis tunctions used in the Fourier tlansfom). The basics of wavelet analysis iue covered in many sources (e.g., Walker 1999) and will not be reDeated here. Several mother Fig. 12 . uirh each rpike indicaring rhe amplirude ot,rhe corresponding wavelet coefficient. Indications of conlection fracturc would include very large valued wavelet coefficients in the lower scale/higher frequency levels of tlle spike plot (i.e., dyads -10 to -13 in Fig. 12 ) indicating sudden changes in the signal or a burst of high-frequency energy (Hou et al. 2000) . The wavelet tansform of the Nofthridge response does not show such indications.
Empirical Hysteretic Behavior
In experimental research on stuctures or components, one of the most common methods of determining when and if nonlinear be_ havior is occurring is visual examination of a plot of a force quantity versus a deformation (e.g., displacement) quantity, more commonly refened to as an hystercsis plot. Substantial damage (such as yielding or buckting) is accompanied by signiflcant changes in the tangent slope of the force-displacement relation ship. However, caution in interpreting such slope changes is nec_ essary, particularly in the case of earthquake response or dynamic tests, since other factors affect the shape of hysteretic loops, and snall nonlin€arities unrelated to damage can occw even in the elastic range.
The empirical hysteretic behavior of the Alhambra building was estimated liom the recorded accelerations by using displacements computed by the data processols using standard procedures (Stephens and Boore 2004) , ard by estimating inertia forces. Inertia forces were estimated by multiplying lumped floor masses by the recorded accelerations, with accelerations at the flooIS without inshrments detentined by interpolation. past investigators (De Ia Llera aud Chopra 1998; Goel 200,1) have used a procedure that involves interyolation of displacemeDts using cubic splines, followed by double differentiation and low-pass filtedns to obtain acceleration\. This method uas lound ro be more robuJ than dhect interpolation of accelerations (De la Llera and Choora lqg8). since lhe dirplaced shape uf rhe \ructure i\ rlpically continuous and thus better suited to cubic spline interpolation. The sum of the ilertia forces provides a good estimate of the base shear fbrces, since the building has low damping. The base shear_ roof displacement hysteresis plot shown in Fig. 13 provides an estimate of the equivalent global stiffness and shows no large ercursions uilh \ignihccnt chrnges in tangenr sLiffne,". uhich suggests that no sigdlicant llonlinear behavior occurred.
Presence of H igh-Frequency, Transient Accelerations
Connection fiactures have been observed to cause hiqhlrequency. lran\ienl ccceleralions in shaking table te'ts of c ,teel momert frame specimen (Rodgers and Mahin 2006) . The possible use of rhe presence of high-frequency tran\ient\ to detecl frccture damage is examined in a concurent study (Rodgers and Qelebi 2005) , and several observations from that study are included here.
First, tansient accelerations in the Nofihridge record at 65 s (see Fig. 4 ) are from a well documented aftershock and are not due to fracture damage. Second, no high-frequency spikes were observed in the uncorected or conected accelemtions for the North dge or Whittier Nafiow earthquakes. This could mean that: (l) no ftactures capable of causing fansients occurred (even if W1 indications are earlhquake caused, they arc not expected to generate fansrents); or (2) fractffes occurTed and senerated tan_ sient.. but the tran\ient. \ ere not recorded due lo instrumenl limitations or a large distance between the tiacture and the instrument. The results from the high-ftequency tansient method arc consistent with those obtained using wavelet analysis.
Conclusions
The seismic instrumentation systems in the Alhambra builclins have recorded a number o[ earthqua(es rince the building was inshumented in 1971, inctuding the building's response to most of the major Southem Carlifomia earthquakes in that time Deriod. The building's response is characrerized by lou damping. er- tended pedods of vibration including an intercsting elliptical particle motion, beating, higher accelerations at intemediate stories than at the roof, and significant higher mode participation and torsion at the second floor during strong shaking. This response is signilicantly more complex th.m that expected for a very regular sfuctue. The very stiff concrete pie$, which extend to the second floor, cause the response at the secoDd floor to be much more like that of the basement than that of the moment liame above. An elliptical particle motion differcnt from that observed during strong shaking occu$ in the moment frame dudng the periods of extended vibration al1er the cessation of strong shaking. The cause of this elliptical response has yet to be detemined, but it has been observed at dil'f'ercnt levels of shaking, so is not likely due to the characteristics of a particular earthquake.
After the Northridge earlhquake, small weld defects or cracks (FEMA designation Wl) were discovered as a result of intrusive inspections. It is probable that these were pre-existing conditions, although it is extremely difflcult to determine this conclusive)y. The simple damage detection methods applied to the structure, including those intended to detect ftactures, do not indicate structural damage. This result is consistent with the limited posteafthquake inspections conducted after the Northridge eallhquake, which found no stn-rctuml damage (Wls were not considered strlrctural damage) and limited nonstuctuml damage.
However, this case study demonstuates the occufience of substantial variations in system vibmtion propefties over time which do not appear to be rclated to shuctural damage. Such variability may cause dilficulties for many vibration-based damage detection methods. The Alhambra building provides an example of the challenges involved in detecting rcal building damage using recorded seismic data ftom a limited number of accelerometers, pafiicu Iarly when the building response is complex. Many of the recently proposed damage detection methods were impractical in this case due to very heavy computational demands, requirements tbr a detailed and accunte three-dimensional linite element model, and the need for more closely spaced insffuments. The density of the conventional instrumeltation arrays currently install€d in buildings is limjted by cost facto$. It is anticipated that the development of durable and reliable wireless sertsors will be necessary for the deployment of arrays with sufficient density for low levels of damage to be detected and located in large buildings. Temporary deployments of dense allays using currently available wireless technology are not likely to yield rcsponse data from damaging earthquakes, thus limiting their value in damage detection. In the interim, intemediate-density arrays with at least three eonventional horizontal sensors at each floor level, although more expensive, have the potential to grcatly eniance the utility of the response data for damage detection. Improvements in analysis and computational capabilities for large problems will also be necessary in order to handle the volume of data generated by large sensor networks.
Posteafihquake condition assessment ftom instrumental data could also be significantly improved by the development of rcliable methods for displacement measurement and/or computation. Displacement quantities are cufently the primary engineering demand parameters used in evaluating the seismic response of buildings, and readily available, accunte displacement response data could signif,cantly improve the quality of rupid postevent condition assessments.
Notalion
The following slmbols are used in this pqper: A12, : maximul]t acceleration measured at 12th floor level; A6n : mnximum accelemtion measured at basement level; A,o : maximum accelemtion measured in sfucture, excluding base; ,12, : mrlJdmum displacement calculated at l2th floor leveli D6, = maximum displacement calculated at basement leveli F, = yield stressi .f: ftequency; M -moment magnilude: 7 = period; and ( : equivalent viscous damping ntio.
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